Siebert - your private label partner
for industrial lubricants

Experts at opening up markets and
opportunities
Siebert is an exclusive partner to trade and has been developing
coolants and high-performance greases for over 140 years.
We help you to succeed in national and international markets
by providing advanced products and a highly customised service package.
Siebert gives you exactly the products that you want to introduce to the market – and can provide them in your containers
or in our individual containers, and with customised or neutral
labelling.

Our service makes the difference
Reliable products give you the basis you need to succeed. You
can also benefit from our excellent service, giving you true added value.
Take our laboratory service: Siebert specialists analyse samples
and examine ready-to-used emulsions. If required, we can
provide training for your employees.
To win over your customers, you can benefit from our addedvalue concept “lubrineering”: Our experienced application engineers examine relevant processes and optimise them using a
method based on key figures.

Quality
Made in Germany
with maximum compatibility for people
and the environment.
Carefully tested raw materials are processed in our production facilities, which are among the
most modern in Europe. Consistent quality checks throughout the value chain ensure precisely the
first class results you expect.

Intelligent concepts, innovative products
More than 20% of employees at Siebert work in research and development. In the Siebert laboratory, they develop innovative formulations for a stable fluid process with the highest environmental
compatibility, they carry out fundamental research in tribology and rheology, and they develop
application-specific products.

We set standards
in amine and boric acid-free coolants ST
in the use of skin and environmentally friendly coolants
in innovative greases - from small gears through to heavy duty applications

Siebert provides you with exactly the products, which you want to market. Of course, in your or
our individual containers, and either with your or neutral labelling.

Water-miscible coolants maximum performance at low consumption
Coolants from Siebert are characterised by low tool wear, low consumption and long service life.
They are suitable for all machining operations and materials, such as aluminium, steel, cast iron,
magnesium and ferrous metals.
Amine and boric acid-free coolants ST
Conventional coolants
Semi synthetic coolants
Fully synthetic coolants
Ester-based coolants

Neat oils for long
tool service lives
For maching and forming operations, Siebert provides powerful machining oils, which ensure
process reliability even under high demands. They reduce wear and maintenance costs, are low in
consumption due to low oil viscosity, and ensure the surface quality and dimensional accuracy of
workpieces.
Cutting, grinding and drawing oils
Ester-based coolants
Grinding oils based on medical white oil
Multifunctional oils
Products for minimum quantity lubrication

Greases - constant performance under all conditions
In gears, roller bearings and joints, the highest standards of strength and endurance are provided.
Greases from Siebert are, therefore, already considered early on as a design element, and ensure
that components bring a lifetime benefit without constant relubrication. There is no labelling
requirement on any grease from Siebert.

The right products
for optimum
market development

Roller and slide bearing greases
Flow greases
High-temperature greases
High-temperature pastes
Easily biodegradable greases
Low noise greases
Our greases for the food industry:
NSF H1 registration, halal and kosher certifications.

You can also read our newsletter, "Dialog"
under www.siebertgmbh.com

Siebert - at a glance

Establishment:

1872

Company headquarters
and production sites:

Mönchengladbach-Rheindahlen, Germany

Research & Development:

Own laboratories, cooperation with higher education
and research institutes

Products:

Water-miscible coolants
Neat oils
Machining oils for forming
High-performance greases

Services:

Technical support, practical training

Production:

"Made in Germany" quality at our central
location in Mönchengladbach, Germany

Certifications:

DIN ISO 9001
DIN ISO 14001
OHSAS 18001

Siebert GmbH
Hamburgring 45
41179 Mönchengladbach
Telephone +49 2161 5869-0
Fax +49 2161 5869-88
info@siebertgmbh.com
www.siebertgmbh.com

